Multi Media Designer

Job description:

- Work closely with Product Owner and draft conceptual diagram, information architecture schematics, storyboards, prototyping, wireframes and ui functional specification
- Generate new creative product concept in product brainstorming session
- Work with Graphic Designer, Engineer, Product Owner to ensure quality from conceptual to launch

Job requirement:

- High Dip.or above in Web/Graphic/Multimedia Design
- Proficient in both graphics creation and front-end design/coding for responsive web sites
- Knowledge in HTML/CSS/Javascript and related framework like bootstrap, jquery would be an advantage
- Willing to learn new technologies and design techniques
- Professional with strong ownership
- Good command of written and spoken English and Chinese
Quality Assurance Engineer

Job description:

- Perform functional test and user scenario test on iOS/Android mobile and web platforms
- Work with developer in test to develop test tools for the scrum team
- Work closely with project team to understand user requirements and review issues
- Co-ordinate testing activities with other members
- Provide test result record and track bug fixing status

Job requirement:

- Higher Diploma or above in Computer Science, Information Technology or equivalent
- Has no problem writing clear test plans and test cases based on user stories
- Native Smartphone user
- Good understanding of software development life cycle
- Excellent written and oral communication skills in English and/or Chinese
Mobile Application Developer

Job description:

- Develop Android/ iPhone mobile apps & games.
- Work closely with different teammates to achieve project goals, including stakeholder, designer, engineering and QA teams.
- Love learning, coding, teamwork and technology.
- Fun and free working environment.
- Be innovative and open minded

Job requirement:

- Higher Diploma/ Degree holder or above in computer science, I.T. or equivalent discipline.
- Native Smartphone user
- Fast learner, passion at mobile application development and strong sense of ownership in your work.
- Willing to accept challenge at work
- Experienced in 3D and game development is a plus.
- Good communication skill in English and Cantonese. Mandarin is a plus.
Web Developer

- Handle website frontend development tasks for different client
- Design and build efficient high-traffic cloud based applications
- Work closely with business, product, design, QA and system operation teams
- Work collaboratively with application development teammates

Job requirement:

- High Diploma or above in Computer Science, Computer Engineering or equivalent preferred
- With innovative mind-set and think outside the box
- Native Smartphone user
- Superior analytical skills and a strong sense of ownership in your work
- Willingness and ability to dive in and learn quickly
- Comfortable working both alone and in teams of various sizes